
AUTOMATED PUMP 
TECHNOLOGY

CONTROL
UNDER
PRESSURE.



REDUCE UNFORESEEN SPILLS
Our automated pump technology detects leaks and malfunctions, prompting 
 the pumps to automatically shut down operations. Select engineered the  
pumps with vacuum seal ends that activate once the valves are automatically 
closed.  Once at a halt, the water remaining in the pipes will stay in place, 
preventing additional waste.

MITIGATE RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH MOVING 
PRODUCED WATER
We’ve engineered a superior automated pump designed with a sophisticated 
balance system. This computerized control enables pressure to run at different 
levels throughout the line, allowing the flow of water to increase without 
exceeding the pressure threshold, thus preventing a burst in the line. 

This stability is feasible to maintain because the pumps are designed with 
multiple built-in pressure sensors that are placed throughout the entire line, 
including on the ends of each intake and discharge. 

Achieve flow rate desired without creating a hazardous situation.

Select’s cutting-edge automated pumps are top-of-the-line in innovation 

and design. Through automation and artificial intelligence, our premium 

pumps can intelligently and safely oversee and control entire operations.

READY TO SEE WHAT 
WE CAN DO FOR YOU?
To learn more about automated pumps 
or request a quote, contact your 
Select Account Representative or visit 
selectenergyservices.com/contact

BENEFITS

SPILL PREVENTION
Balance system regulates and  
maintains water pressure to prevent a 
burst in the line.

IMPROVE EFFICIENCY 
Automated pumps work faster and longer 
with minimal oversight by operators.

REDUCE ERRORS
Increase reliability with specialized 
sensors. 

INCREASE SAFETY
Only requires two operators manning from 
a designated command trailer. Fewer man 
hours per job means reduced risk.

MANAGE INFORMATION
Data analytics allow the system to predict 
accidents, detect malfunctions, and report 
maintenance issues.

AUTOMATED PUMP 
TECHNOLOGY

AUTOMATED PUMPS  
Unlike basic or remote-controlled pumps, Select’s automated pumps operate 
and monitor entire lines with minimal oversight.  Our advanced technology 
detects leaks as well as malfunctions, takes action, and alerts operators.

MULTIPLE PRESSURE SENSORS  
The pumps have built-in multiple pressure sensors that are placed throughout 
the entire line to maintain safe pressure and flow rates.

VALVES WITH VACUUM SEALS 
Select’s automated pumps hold water in place with featured vacuum seal back 
ends that are activated when operations are shut down.

INNOVATIVE DESIGN
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